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In [7] the theory of approximating with a class of functions having 
restricted ranges was introduced. Since then various other results have 
been obtained [2], [3], [6]. 
The purpose of this paper is threefold: (1) to weaken the restriction 
placed upon the ranges of the approximating functions; (2) to give a unified 
treatment of the theory of approximating with functions having restricted 
ranges; (3) to show that there exists a complete analogy between this theory 
and the classical Chebyshev theory. 
Thus the format of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we give the basic 
definitions and notation that shall be used throughout the paper. In Section 3 
existence and two characterizations of best approximations are given. The 
two characterizations being a convexity condition and an alternation condition. 
The theorems which correspond to the theorems of Strong Uniqueness, 
de La VallCe Poussin, and continuity of the best approximation operator 
of the classical theory are given in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 this theory 
(using explicitly the generalization mentioned in (1)) is applied to the problem 
of finding best c-interpolators to obtain new results. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let X be a compact subset of [Q, b] containing at least n + 1 points. 
Let C(X) denote the Banach algebra of all real-valued continuous functions 
defined on X with norm /if/l = max(lf(x)l : XE X> and let M be an 
n-dimensional Haar subspace of C[a, b]. That is, M is an n-dimensional 
linear subspace of C[a, b] such that the zero function is the only function 
in M which vanishes at rr distinct points of [a, b]. We shall assume throughout 
this paper that the functions cpl(x),..., ~Jz) form a basis for M. 




Fix two extended real-valued functions 8 and u defined on X subject o 
the following restrictions: 
(i) 8 may take on the value -co, but never +co. 
(ii) u may take on the value +co, but never --co. 
(iii) X-, = {x : L(x) = -co} and X+, = {x : u(x) = +co} are open 
subsets of X. 
(iv) e is continuous on X N X-, and u is continuous on X - X+, . 
(v) / < u for all x E X. 
Then define K by 
K = {p E M : k’(x) < P(x) < U(X) for all x E X}. Q-1) 
We shall assume throughout this paper that K consists of more than one 
function (which is, of course, an additional assumption on G and u). K is 
our class of approximants and the functions in K have their ranges restricted 
by 8 and u. In [2], [3] and [7], L and u were required to belong to C(X) 
and satisfy (v). Finally, note that conditions (i)-(v) imply 
inf{u(x) - 8(x) : x E X} = d > 0. 
Let f E C(X). Then p E K is said to be a best approximation to f (from K) 
provided 
Ilf -P II = $ llf - 4 Il. (2.2) 
3. EXISTENCE AND CHARACTERIZATION 
The existence of best approximations from K corresponding to each 
f E C(X) follows immediately from the facts that K is a closed subset of a 
finite dimensional subspace of C(X) and inf{ll f - q Ij : q E K, 11 q II < 2 1) f II} = 
inf,,, I/ f - q 11. We shall state this fact in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given K as above and f E C(X) then there exists p E K 
satisfying 
Ilf -Pll = yf -411. 
Fix f E C(X) and let p E K and define 
x+1 = ix E x : f(x) -PM = Ilf - P II>, 
x, = {XEX:f(X) -P(X) = -Ilf -PIh 
x+, = {x E x : p(x) = Qc)}, 
xe2 = {Lx Ex : p(x) = u(x)>, 
x, = x+, u x+, u x-1 u x-2. 
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These are the “critical” points and they will be used in the main charac- 
terization theorem. 
If X+, n X-, # m then f = p, so that p is a best approximation to f. 
Also, if X+, n X-, # izr or X-, n X+, f o thenp is a best approximation 
to f since any attempt to make p closed to f at these points will result in a 
function no longer in K. Thus, we have 
LEMMA 3.1. If (X,, u X,,) n (X-, u X-,) f ia then p is a best up- 
proximation to f. 
We wish to note that this situation does not occur in the most natural 
problem one would consider. Namely, if f E C(X) satisfies f 4 K and 
Qx)Gf(x)G Of u x or all x E X then (X,, u X,,) n (X-, u X-J = a for 
each p E K. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f E C(X), p E K and suppose 
(X,, u X,,) n (X-, u X-J = a. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) p is a best approximation to f. 
(b) The origin of Euclidean n space belongs to the conuex hult of 
{u(x)S:xEXP},wherea(x)= -1 ifxEX-luX-2, +I z~LcEX+~UX+, 
and 2 = (am,..., cpn(x)). 
(c) There exists n + 1 consecutive points x1 < x2 < **. < x~+~ in X, 
satisfying u(xi) = (- l)i+l u(xl). 
PROOF. (a) 3 (b). By contradiction. Suppose 0 6 hull of (a(x) ff : x E X,}. 
Since X, is compact, we have by the theorem on linear inequalities [1, p. 191 
that there exists q E M such that u(y) q(y) > 0 for ally E X, . The proof will 
be completed by showing that there exists h > 0 for which rA = p + Xq E K 
and llf - rA II < If-p II. 
To begin, let us note that there exists a h, > 0 such that 0 \( X < X, 
implies Ye E K. This follows from the compactness of X+, and X-, . Indeed, 
let t E x+, . Since q is continuous and q(t) > 0 we have the existence of an 
open set containing t in which q > 0. Consequently by continuity arguments 
we conclude that there exists an open set N(t) containing t and a real number 
h(t) > 0 such that 0 < h < h(t) and x E N(t) imply e(x) < rA(x) < u(x). 
Since X+, is compact there exists a finite subcollection tl ,..., t, such that 
X,, C N1 = lJ:-, N(t$). Letting 1, = min{h(t,),..., h(Q), we have that 
x E N1 and 0 < X < A, imply J(x) < r,(x) < u(x). Repeating this argument 
for Xe2, we get a second open set N, with X-, C N, and a real number 
409/27/2-2 
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& > 0 such that x E Ns and 0 < h < Jis imply 8(x) < Ye < u(x). Also, due 
to the form of/and u we have that inf(u(x) - p(x) : x E X - Nr u N,} and 
inf(p(x) - e(x) : x E X - Nr u NJ are both positive so that there exists 
As > 0 such that 0 < /\ < As and x E X - Nr u Ns imply 8(x) < Ye < u(x). 
Letting h, = min(X, , X, , &), we have that r,,EK for 0 <h <&,. Thus 
it remains to show that there exists a A > 0 with X < h, such that 
Ilf-YAII <IIf-pII* 
Let s(x) = sgn(f(x) -p(x)) and set S = min{s(x) q(x) : x E X+r u X-,}. 
S > 0 since X,, and X1 are compact. Let 
Y = xex: If(x) -p(x)1 > ‘lf;Pl’ 
I and s(x) p(x) > ii. 
Y is open and contains X+, U X-r . Thus X - Y is compact and 
If64 -pWl < If-PII there. Therefore, by continuity, there exists 
hr > 0 such that 0 < A < hr implies 
m=W(x) - YA(X)I : XEXN y> < IV-PII* 
Letting 2 be the closure of Y, we see that x E Z implies 
If(x) -P(X)1 > ‘yP’l and 
Thus, choose X, > 0 so that 0 < h < ha implies I/p - Y, 1) < IIf - p /I/2. Then 
for x E Z and 0 < h < As we have that sgn(f(x) - Ye) = sgn(f(x) - p(x)) 
and If&> - r~(4l = IVM -P(X)> - W4 < Ilf - P IIs 
Finally, letting A = min{&, , h, , X,} we get that 
Y, E K and Ilf - Yh II < Ilf - P II 
which is our desired contradiction. 
(b) + (c). This is a standard argument and it may be found in 
[I, p. 74-751. 
(c) 2 (a). By contradiction. Let x1 < xs < **a < xn+r be the points in 
X, satisfying u(zt) = (- I)i+l u(xl). Suppose that there exists q E K such that 
IIf- 411 < ‘If-p 11. Also, we assume u(xr) = +I without loss of gener- 
ality. Thus, either f(xl) - p(xr) = 11 f - p /I or p(xJ = 8(x,). In either case, 
it immediately follows that p(xJ < 9(x,). By a similar argument at the 
remaining points we find that (-l)i+l(q(xJ -p(xJ) > 0 i = l,..., tl + 1. 
Now using the fact that M is a Haar subspace of dimension 71 and counting 
zeros in the usual manner [S, p. 611 we conclude that p = q. 
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4. UNIQUENESS AND OTWER RESULTS 
We begin this section by proving a uniqueness theorem. 
THBORBM 4.1. Let f E C(X) and let p be a best approximation to f and 
suppose (X,, n X-,) u (X-, n X,,) = 0 then p is unique. 
PROOF. The proof is in two parts. First we consider the case where 
X+, n X-, # 0. In this case f = p and we certainly have uniqueness. The 
other case is then when (X,, u X,,) n (.X-i u X-,) = 0. But in this case 
the proof given in (c) > (a) can be used to show that p is unique. 
Let E(f) = inf{]i f - p /] : p E K) for f E C(X). We find that the Theorem 
of de La VallCe Poussin also applies to approximation by functions having 
restricted ranges. 
THEOREM 4.2. If q E K and f - q assumes alternately positive and negative 
values at n + 1 consecutive points xi of X, then E(f) >, min, / f(x$) - q(x&. 
PROOF. The usual proof holds with no modifications [l, p. 771. 
Next we would like to prove a Strong Unicity Theorem for restricted 
approximations. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let f E C(X) and let p be a best approximation to f and 
suppose (X,, n X-,) u (X-, n X,,) = m . Then there exists a constant y > 0 
dependingonfsuchthatfo~anyq~K,Ilf-qll alif-pll+rllp-qll. 
PROOF. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we first note that the theorem 
is trivially true (with y < 1) if X+, n X-, f a. Thus, we assume 
(X,, u X,,) n (X-, U X-s) = ia for the remainder of the proof. Here, the 
proof is the same as that for the classical case except for one main point. 
We shall include this proof for completeness. 
By Theorem 3.2 there exists points x, ,..., xk all in X,, and signs o1 ,..., uk 
such that the origin of n space lies in the convex hull of the n-tuples 
Ui(&i),..., P)~E(x~)). Thus 0 = &, Bia&xi) for j = l,..., n and Bi > 0. By 
the Haar condition and Caratheodory’s theorem, k = n + 1. For each 
q E M we have that CTLi 8iuiq(xi) = 0. By the Haar condition, at least one 
of aiq(xi) is positive. Hence the number 
Y== ,,$&& y?x 44 
is positive, since maxi u,q(xJ is continuous real-valued function on 
{qEM:Ilq/j = l).NowletqEKandsupposeq#p.Then(p-q)/jlp-411 
is an element of M having norm one so that there exists i0 , 1 < i0 < n + 1 
with u,,(p(x,,) - q(xi,))/ll p - q I] 3 y. Now if xi E X+, , then ui = fl and 
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p(x,) = /(xi) implying ui(p(xi) - &xi)) < 0. Likewise, if xi E X-s we have 
that u,(p(xJ - q(Q) < 0. Thus, xi0 E X+, u X-, and 
Ilf - q II a %,(f(%,) - P&J) + Ui,(P(%J - P(%,N 
2 llf - P II + Y II P - Q II- 
Finally, we would like to close out this section with a continuity of the 
best approximation operator theorem. However, we find that the best 
approximation operator is not necessarily defined on all of C(X). Thus we 
shall call f E C(X) admissible if (X,, n X+,) u (X-r n X-s) = 0. Then, 
by Theorem 4.1 a best approximation operator 7 may be defined for each 
admissible f. That is, if f is admissible we then detine rf E K to be the unique 
best approximation to f from K. 
THEOREM 4.4. To each admissible f. E C(X) there corresponds a number 
h > 0 such that for all admissible f, 1) Tfo - Tf 11 ,< h 1) f. -f (I. 
PROOF. The proof of this uses our strong uniqueness theorem just as the 
classical strong uniqueness theorem is used in the classical case [l, p. 821. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
In this section we wish to apply the previous results to the problem of 
determining the best .z-interpolator to a given f E C(X) at certain predeter- 
mined points. Thus fix x1 < xs < *** < xR in X with K < n + 1 and let 
E > 0 be given. Let M be an n dimensional Haar subspace relative to [a, b] 
as before. Then p E M is said to c-interpolate f at x1 , xs ,..., xk provided 
I f(q) - p(xi)l < E for each xi . Letting 
K(f) = (p E M : 1 f(xi) - p(x,)[ < E, i = l,..., A}, 
we wish to study the problem of finding best approximations to f from 
K(f 1. 
To do this, let us define e and II by 
and 
Nx) = Ax;) + < i 
if x # xi 
if x = xi 
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Clearly, G and u satisfy the requirements listed in Section 2 and with this 
choice of G and U, K(f) becomes 
K = {p E M : e(x) < p(x) < U(X) for all x E X}. 
The following notation of alternation will be used in stating Theorem 5. I. 
Letting f~ C(X) and p E K(f), we say f - p alternates m times if there 
exists a set of m + 1 consecutive points {rj} in X such that 
(9 If(rd - p(rJl = llf- P II, oryj E Ukl xi with eitherp(yJ =f(yj) + E 
OrP(YJ =f(rJ - E; 
(ii> sWb4 - Ard> = (-lY+l wWrd - P(rd>. 
THEOREM 5.1. Letf~C(X),~>Oandx,<x,<...<x,inX(K~n+l) 
be given. Then there exists a unique best +interpolator in M corresponding to f. 
Furthermore, the best c-interpolator p is uniquely determined by a set of n $ 1 
points in X on which f - p alternates. 
PROOF. Note that d(x) <f(x) < u(x) so that the work of the previous two 
sections apply here (i.e. (X,, n X+,) U (X-, n X-J = a). 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(1) A modified Remes algorithm (single point exchange) has been devel- 
oped using part (c) of Theorem 3.2 which allows one to compute the best 
restricted approximation on a high-speed digital computer. At present we 
are proceeding to implement this routine on a CDC 3600 and the results of 
this investigation will be reported at a later date. 
(2) In the papers [2] and [3] a similar general theory for approximating 
by restricted rational functions was given (where e and u were required 
to be continuous with e < u). In these papers and in [6] and [7] the error 
of approximation was measured with a generalized weight function. Similarly, 
the results developed in this paper are all valid if one wishes to measure 
the error of approximation with a generalized weight function, Also, all 
but one of the results of [2] and [3] remain true if one replaces continuous 
4 and u by the type of e and u considered here. The one result that fails 
to extend to the more general 4 and u is that of existence of best approxima- 
tions. In fact, if 
x = [O, 11, 
normalized in the usual manner, u(0) = 3/2, u(x) = + co for x > 0, 
e(o) = l/2, Q) = - co, x > 0 and f is defined by f(0) = 1, f(1/3) = 3, 
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f(2/3) = l,f(l) = 3 an d 1’ mear between these points then there exists no best 
approximation to f from R = (T E R : 8(x) < r(X) Q u(x) for all x E [0, 13). 
This is easily seen by noting that r(x) = 2 $ a is the best approximation 
to f in the usual sense and 
for n = 1,2,... with limn+ I( f - r, (1 = 1 = 1) f - 2 11. The above example 
is one used by H. L. Loeb in [4]. 
(3) Finally, for the case of u > 8 existence and uniqueness results were 
obtained in [6]. However, a general theory as given here has yet to be 
investigated for this case. 
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